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Ms. Marvel: Generation why
Collecting Doctor Strange (1974) #38-46; What If? (1977) #18; Marvel Fanfare
(1982) #5. Celebrated writer Chris Claremont turns his magic toward the Master of
the Mystic Arts: Doctor Strange! Joined by artistic icon Gene Colan, there's no
doubt that the Doctor is in! Together, these creative giants return Baron Mordo to
the fore, arming him with the occult secrets of the Vatican and testing Doctor
Strange's mystic might. Then, Wong is captured by the Shadowqueen, and Clea
and Strange must traverse dimensions and battle the demonic N'Garai to save
him! Also featuring a Claremont/Marshall Rogers masterpiece; an alternate world
where Doctor Strange is a disciple of the Dread Dormammu; and the1980 allDoctor Strange Marvel Comics Calendar, illustrated by an amazing array of top
artists from Frank Miller to John Byrne!

The Avengers and Philosophy
Collects Marvel Team-Up (1972) #23-30 and Giant-Size Spider-Man #1-3. With his
popularity skyrocketing, Spider-Man became comicdoms top seller  and fans
wanted more, more, more! MARVEL TEAM-UP provided a second monthly dose of
Spidey action with the added bonus of a new heroic guest star every issue. When
even that wasnt enough, Marvel launched GIANT-SIZE SPIDER-MAN, featuring
double-sized extravaganzas! And lucky you, theyre both being collected here! The
action includes adventures with Daredevil, Shang-Chi and the Falcon; horrific tales
featuring Dracula and Brother Voodoo; and Spidey vs. the Hulk! And while SpiderMan takes the stage in GIANT-SIZE, the Human Torch teams up with Thor, Iron Man
and the X-Men! Its all brought to you by some of the greatest writers and artists
Spidey has ever known!

Marvel Masterworks: Ghost Rider Vol. 2
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The latest volume of the best Spider-Man stories arrives in time for the blockbuster
film, "Spider-Man 2."

Marvel Masterworks
"Kamala Khan is an ordinary girl from Jersey City - until she's suddenly empowered
with extraordinary gifts. But who truly is the new Ms. Marvel? Teenager? Muslim?
Inhuman? Find out as she takes the Marvel Universe by storm!"--Page 4 of cover,
volume 1.

Captain Marvel Vol. 1
The Marvel Masterworks have brought you stories from the Marvel Age's super
hero heyday and comic books' Golden Age. Now, prepare yourself for the Atlas Era!
Throughout the 1950s the comics world sat astride the shoulders of Atlas - a world
full of gun-fighting outlaws, romantic heartbreak, gritty battlefields, terrifying
horror, and visionary science fiction. In Tales to Astonish, we're taking you back to
the days when giant atomic monsters roamed the Earth and alien invasions were a
daily occurrence. COLLECTING: Tales to Astonish (1959) 1-10

America Vol. 1
Gathers comics from the reimagining of the X-Men that began in 1974.

Eternals by Jack Kirby: The Complete Collection
Chris Claremont weaves complex plots and compelling characterization in our
second Ms. Marvel Masterworks, concluding Carol Danvers' original adventures!
The highlights are many: Ms. Marvel meets the Avengers for the very first time!
Mystique makes her first appearance! A battle with Ronan the Accuser brings Ms.
Marvel and Captain Marvel together, and leads to an all-new look for our heroine!
COLLECTING: MS. MARVEL (1977) #15-23; MARVEL SUPER-HEROES (1990) #10-11;
AVENGERS (1963) #200, AVENGERS ANNUAL (1967) #10 AND MATERIAL FROM
AVENGERS (1963) #197-199 AND MARVEL FANFARE (1982) #24.

Avengers Masterworks Vol. 1
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (2012) #1-12. Carol Danvers has a new codename
and is determined to prove herself the best of the best! She's forging a new future
for herself as Captain Marvel, but finds that she still can't walk away from a
challenge from her past! It's a firefight in the sky as the Banshee Squadron debut but who are the Prowlers, and where has Carol seen them before? Witness her in
blazing battlefield action that just may change the course of history! Then, the
Avengers' new Captain Marvel meets their old one - Monica Rambeau! But what's
Monica's problem? Can they resolve it before a threat from the ocean depths
attacks?

Ms. Marvel Masterworks Vol. 1
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Collects Savage She-Hulk (1980) #1-14. When criminal defense attorney Jennifer
Walters is shot by a mob hitman, her cousin saves her life with a blood transfusion
- but that cousin is Bruce Banner, and his gamma-irradiated blood turns her into
the Savage She-Hulk! Suddenly she's a mean, green lawyering machine, and
criminals the world over had better watch out. Now, experience She-Hulk's
adventures from the very beginning! Her quest will take her from the halls of
justice to other dimensions and pit her against Iron Man, mind-controlling cults, the
Man- Thing, and even her own father. But despite her new power, can Jennifer
Walters survive the beast within? Her own blood is killing her - and only Morbius
the Living Vampire may have the cure!

Marvel Masterworks
Marvels bulletproof man is back! The Marvel Masterworks proudly present the
evolution of Luke Cage, Hero for Hire, into his new identity: Power Man! Its a
series of iconic Cage classics featuring the debut of Cottonmouth, Cages evolving
relationship with Claire Temple and action galore! Cage goes toe-to-toe with Iron
Man, battles the villainous Power Man for the right to the name, and hits the road
to uncover the secrets of Security City. Also featuring the first appearances of Bill
Foster as Giant-Man and the one and only Piranha Jones! With stories and art by
comic-book greats  Wein, Isabella, McGregor, Tuska, Wilson, Prez and more 
these are the stories that defined the Marvel and Netflix icon for an entire
generation of fans! Collecting POWER MAN #17-31.

Ms. Marvel Epic Collection
Collects Thor (1966) #267-278 and Marvel Preview #10. Not just one but two
teams with godlike creative talents grace the latest Marvel Masterworks! First, Len
Wein and Walter Simonson pit Thor against nuclear-powered mercenaries, bang on
the Stilt-Man like a tin can, rock the world in a battle with Blastaar and conquer the
massive artificial intelligence F.A.U.S.T.! Then, Roy Thomas and John Buscema take
up the hammer in some of the most beautifully illustrated Asgardian epics of all
time! Tapping deep into Thors mythic roots, they craft amazing adventures
featuring the villainy of Loki, the death of Balder, the Midgard Serpent and a new
Norse Thor  all as foretold in the legend of Ragnarok! Plus: Rare and never-beforereprinted Thor and Hercules stories from MARVEL PREVIEW!

Ms. Marvel By Saladin Ahmed Vol. 1
Savage She-Hulk Masterworks Vol. 1
Revolution in Latin America and a mechanical visitor from outer space keep Iron
Man fighting and you turning pages, but when the Spymaster puts together an
elite team with one objective - destroy Stark Industries - the pieces for an Iron Man
crossover classic come together. Only with the combined forces of Nick Fury,
Daredevil and Madame Masque can our hero have a chance of overturning the
Spymaster and the power of the Zodiac Key. It's an adventure as only Marvel
makes them. Also featuring the Controller; the politically charged Firebrand; the
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first appearance of Howard Stark and the debut of the Guardsman, who will fight
with Iron Man as each hero's abilities are pushed to their limits - with tragic
consequences. COLLECTING: IRON MAN (1968) 25-46 AND DAREDEVIL (1964) 73

Captain Marvel By Jim Starlin
Gathering together to face the evil Loki, Iron Man, the Incredible Hulk, Ant-Man, the
Wasp, and the Mighty Thor formed the improbable core of the ever-changing superteam. And from the ice of the northern Atlantic, Captain America returned from the
frozen depths that the Avengers truly took form. Illustrated by Jack Kirby and Don
Heck, and written by Stan "The Man" Lee, you'll find the first appearances of Kang
the Conqueror, Wonder Man, the Space Phantom and Baron Zemo, the debut of the
Masters of Evil and the Hulk's departure from the team, and subsequent battle with
the Sub-Mariner vs. the Avengers. Collecting Avengers (1963) #1-10.

Marvel Masterworks
Collects Magnificent Ms. Marvel (2019) #1-6. Ms. Marvel is back - and she's
magnificent! But there's no such thing as business as usual in Jersey City. Aliens
are wreaking havoc in Kamala's corner of the world, and they seem weirdly
interested in Ms. Marveland her family! Kamala is about to face a devastating loss but with an alien invasion ravaging her neighborhood, she won't have much time
to grieve. Even if Kamala saves her hometown, will her life ever be the same? And
what's all this business about a "Chosen One"? Eisner Award winner Saladin Ahmed
(BLACK BOLT, EXILES) and rising star Minkyu Jung take the reins of one of Marvel's
most beloved young characters for the shocking start of an all-new era! Gueststarring the Invincible Iron Man!

Marvel Masterworks
Collecting Ms. Marvel (1977) #1-14, Marvel Team-Up (1972) #61-62 And
Defenders (1972) #57. Before she was Captain Marvel, she was Ms. Marvel! NASA
Security Chief Carol Danvers life had long been intertwined with the alien Kree
and their Earthbound soldier Mar-Vell, and soon she gained incredible powers of
her own  and a colorful persona to go with it! Now, as editor of Woman magazine,
Danvers must contend with Marvels biggest blowhard, J. Jonah Jameson, while
coming to terms with her brand-new life as a super hero! As Ms. Marvel, Carol
faces down threats including the Scorpion, the Doomsday Man, Grotesk and
M.O.D.O.K.  but her deadliest foe of all may be the dynamic Deathbird! Plus: Ms.
Marvel fights alongside Spider-Man in battle with the Super-Skrull! And will she join
the dynamic Defenders? Relive the early days of your favorite hero!

Marvel Masterworks
Marvel's hell-bound super hero, Ghost Rider, hits the road for a second Marvel
Masterworks! Johnny Blaze's adventures begin with the return of Zodiac, an
organized crime gang powered by agents of hell, in a plot that can only be foiled
with the help of the super-heroic Stunt-Master! Then, after fighting for his very soul
against Satan himself, Ghost Rider fi nds himself teamed up with the Ever-Lovin'
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Thing, in mortal combat against the ever-angry Hulk and in league with the evercourageous Champions! And if you thought the Orb was fi nis, think again as
Marvel's deadliest eyeball returns to extract another pound of Ghost Rider fl esh!
Plus: with Karen Page having joined Ghost Rider's cast, Daredevil makes the scene
in a crossover classic drawn by John Byrne! COLLECTING: GHOST RIDER (1973)
6-20; MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE (1974) 8; DAREDEVIL (1964) 138

Marvel Team-Up Masterworks Vol. 3
Collects material from Tales of Suspense #59-81. As America began preparation
for the inevitable entry in World War II, a secret military project gave birth to the
greatest one-man fighting force ever known-Captain America! Transformed by the
Super Soldier Serum from a 97-pound weakling into the Star-Spangled Avenger,
Steve Rogers led the charge to liberate the world from the Axis powers' grasp. But
before the war's end an accident left Cap frozen in suspended animation and his
sidekick Bucky dead, while the world turned on for decades. When the Avengers
finally resuscitated him, Steve Rogers was greeted by a world vastly changed. He
was a man out of time tormented by the death of his partner, but no less
committed to the cause of fighting evil in all its forms. In this inaugural Silver Age
Captain America collection, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby bring you the rebirth of an
American icon in issue after issue of classic Marvel magic. You'll read the classic
origins of Cap, Bucky and the Red Skull; see the first appearances of such
cornerstone creations as the cosmic cube and the beautiful Sharon Carter; and
watch Cap face off against Baron Zemo's Army of Assassins, the Sleepers, Batroc
the Leaper, and his Nazi nemesis the Red Skull

Uncanny X-Men Masterworks Vol. 1
Teamed with the Black Widow, Daredevil continues his adventures in the latest and
greatest Marvel Masterworks yet! DD must make his decision between Karen Page
and Black Widow - and when he does, it means it's time to head West where he
and the Black Widow begin their exploits in San Francisco! There they'll face new
challenges and classic villains - Electro, Killgrave the Purple Man, and Mr. Fear, just
to name a few. And they'll do it while looking better than ever, courtesy of the
unmatched art team of Gene Colan and Tom Palmer! There's no doubt these are
true Marvel masterworks, so don't be shy - reserve your copy today! Collecting:
Daredevil (1964) #85-96.

Captain America Masterworks Vol. 9
In the "House of M" universe, Carol Danvers glimpsed the full potential of her life.
Now she embarks with renewed focus in a bid to become the best she can be! With
support from friends like Captain America and Jessica Jones, Ms. Marvel is
determined to become the greatest hero around - and stopping an alien invasion
that could end life on Earth is a good start! But when Civil War erupts, whose side
will Carol be on? She's joined by fellow Avengers Wonder Man and Julia "Arachne"
Carpenter, but what will their mission be - and is everyone truly on the same
team? When the dust settles, a crossroads is reached, and a decision must be
made that will change the course of Ms. Marvel's life! COLLECTING: GIANT-SIZE MS.
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MARVEL 1, MS. MARVEL (2006) 1-17, MS. MARVEL SPECIAL 1

Marvel Masterworks
Prepare yourself for one of the greatest sagas in Avengers history - the Celestial
Madonna! Throughout his Avengers run, writer Steve Englehart slowly built the
mysterious Mantis into one of the '70s most intriguing characters. Here, her tale
reaches its cosmic climax in a series of adventures spanning space and time! The
action begins when Kang the Conqueror arrives on the scene, and before it's over
Hawkeye will return, an Avenger will die, the Legion of the Unliving shall rise, and
Kang, Rama-Tut and Immortus will have time-twisted you in two! And that's just for
starters, as this volume presents the origin of the Vision and the android Avenger's
wedding to the Scarlet Witch! They're Marvel Masterworks, one and all!
COLLECTING: AVENGERS (1963) 129-135, GIANT-SIZE AVENGERS (1974) 2-4;
FOOM (1973) 12

Marvel Masterworks
An engaging look at the philosophical underpinnings of Earth's Mightiest Heroes
Avengers assemble! Tackling intriguing dilemmas and issues that no single great
philosopher can withstand, this powerful book enlists the brainpower of an A-list
team of history's most prominent thinkers to explore the themes behind the action
of Marvel Comics' all-star superhero team. Arms you with new insights into the
characters and themes of The Avengers Deepens your appreciation both of The
Avengers comics and the Joss Whedon movie adaptation Answers the philosophical
questions you've always had about Earth's Mightiest Heroes, including: Can a
reformed criminal become a superhero? Can an android love a human? If a hero
beats his wife, is he still a hero? Helps you think differently about the members of
the superhero team—Captain America, Iron Man, Thor, and the others This thoughtprovoking book will help you understand this band of superheroes better, whether
you've followed the Avengers for years or are a Joss Whedon fan just getting to
know them.

Ms. Marvel Masterworks Vol. 2
The Iron Avenger returns, courtesy of Stan The Man and the Dynamo of
Delineation, Don Heck! The men who "built" Tony Stark pit our hero against the
undersea menace Attuma, the Dream-Maker and the Titanium Man in classics
without compare! Then, after defining the series for nearly 30 issues, Don Heck
passes the pencil to Gene "the Dean" Colan, whose lush illustrations take Iron Man
to spectacular new heights! Colan and Lee plow straight into a who's who of
villains when the Mandarin returns, Ultimo attacks and Iron Man goes toe-to-toe
with Namor the Sub-Mariner in one of Marveldom's earliest crossover epics!
COLLECTING: Tales of Suspense (1959) 66-83, Tales to Astonish (1959) 82

Captain Marvel: Carol Danvers - The Ms. Marvel Years
Collecting Champions (2016) #1-5. One of the great team names in Marvel history
returns, in incredible new fashion! During the fallout of Civil War II, Ms. Marvel,
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Nova and Spider-Man quit the Avengers and strike out on their own! With Viv
Vision and the Totally Awesome Hulk by their side, these young heroes are
determined to change the world their own way - and they're only the beginning! It
starts as an idea. It becomes an ideal. But what happens when it turns into a
movement - one so big even the Hulk can't stop it? And will one of the greatest XMen of all forge a new future by their side? Welcome to the Champions, Cyclops!
Unfortunately, not all of your new would-be teammates are glad to see you!

Captain Marvel Vol. 4
Hulk, Dr. Strange, Sub-Mariner, Valkyrie and Nighthawk join up with Luke Cage,
Daredevil and Son of Satan to take on the likes of the Wrecking Crew, Satannish
and Asmodeus. Then, spinning out of a storyline in Marvel Two-In-One, comes
Steve Gerber! Deconstructing genre conventions and adding a healthy dose of
absurdity, Gerber's innovative run turned the expectations of readers on their
heads, so suitably we're including the original Atlas Era appearances of the
Headmen-Gorilla Man, Jerold Morgan and Chondu the Mystic! COLLECTING:
DEFENDERS 17-21, GIANT-SIZE DEFENDERS 2-4, MARVEL TWO-IN-ONE 6-7

Marvel Masterworks
The Marvel Masterworks once again presents Captain Marvel - and this volume
completes his adventures! From the epic Battle of Titan to the all-time classic
Death of Captain Marvel, you can now experience every page of Mar-Vell's cosmic
quest in painstakingly restored hardcover editions. The action begins with a plan
set in motion by Thanos' death: the worldwide computer ISAAC has taken control of
Titan in Thanos' name! COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (1968) 58-62; MARVEL
SPOTLIGHT (1979) 1-4, 8; MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) 1; MARVEL
SUPERHEROES (1990) 3

Captain America Golden Age Masterworks Vol.1
In 1972, Marvel Comics marched into a new era, an era where super heroes
increasingly reflected the world's turmoil and social unrest. And the hero for that
era was the newly christened Adam Warlock! Mixing action and allegory, Roy
Thomas and Gil Kane armed the character Stan and Jack called "Him" with the soul
gem and launched him on a wild ride across the cosmos to Counter-Earth.
COLLECTING: Marvel Premiere (1972) 1-2, Warlock (1972) 1-8, Incredible Hulk
(1968) 176-178

Marvel Masterworks
Collects Captain Marvel (1968) #25-34, Iron Man (1968) #55, Marvel Feature
(1971) #12, Marvel Graphic Novel #1 and material From Daredevil (1964) #105
and Life Of Captain Marvel #1-5. The ultimate collection of the creator that defined
Captain Marvel! Under the aegis of writer/artist Jim Starlin, CAPTAIN MARVEL
evolved into one of comics most influential titles. Starlin stripped the Kree Captain
to his core and resurrected him as a truly cosmic hero. This may have been
Starlins first super-hero saga, but it introduced some of his signature characters 
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including Drax the Destroyer and Mar-Vells nemesis, Thanos! As Thanos mad
quest for unlimited power rages, Captain Marvel teams with the Avengers for a
truly epic confrontation! Years later, Starlin returned for the strikingly personal and
moving Death of Captain Marvel  and rewrote the rule book on a super heros
passing.

Champions Vol. 1
CollectsÿCaptain America (1968) #176-192 and material from Foom (1973) #8.
Englehart, Buscema and Robbins bring you one of the most influential Captain
America sagas of all time in the latest Marvel Masterworks. Disillusioned by
government corruption and the revelations behind the Secret Empire, Steve Rogers
renounces his role as Captain America. The Falcon fights on while Rogers wrestles
with his place in the world, becoming Nomad, a man without a country. In his new
identity, he must overcome the power of Madame Hydra and the mystical Serpent
Crown. Then, the return of the Red Skull forces our hero to make a choice, with the
Falcon's life hanging in the balance.

Marvel Masterworks
The Life of Captain Marvel
Face front, true believers! The Captain has made her return and oh, how mighty it
is. It's a bold new frontier for Carol Danvers as she soars to new heights in her
greatest mission yet-leader of the all-new Alpha Flight space program. Yup, Alpha
Flight. As earth's first line of defense, Carol and her team aim to protect the planet
from extraterrestrial threats. But can Carol be a soldier and a diplomat? Especially
when an unknown enemy emerges that Carol can't quite punch. The superstar
team behind Marvel's Agent Carter television series, Tara Butters and Michele
Fazekas, make their comics debut alongside the awesomely-talented Kris Anka.
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL #1-5.

Marvel Masterworks Presents The X-men
The Marvel Masterworks once again presents Captain Marvel -- and this volume
completes his adventures! From the epic Battle of Titan to the all-time classic
Death of Captain Marvel, you can now experience every page of his cosmic quest
in painstakingly restored hardcover editions. The action begins with a plan set in
motion by Thanos' death. The worldwide computer ISAAC has taken control of Titan
in Thanos' name. To overcome the Mad Titan's threat, Captain Marvel and Drax the
Destroyer must fight a war on two fronts spanning the solar system. Art turns by
Steve Ditko and Frank Miller -- in one of his first Marvel stories -- plus a rare tale
held over for years set the stage for Jim Starlin's touching farewell to Mar-Vell.
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN MARVEL (1968) #58-62; MARVEL SPOTLIGHT (1979) #1-4,
8; MARVEL GRAPHIC NOVEL (1982) #1; MARVEL SUPERHEROES (1990) #3.

Captain Marvel
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Collects Ms. Marvel (1977) #1-14. The year was 1977, and Marvel was set to debut
its latest and greatest new super heroine. NASA Security Chief Carol Danvers' life
had long been intertwined with the alien Kree's interventions on Earth. But now it
was time for this new woman in a new era to take on a new persona all her own:
Ms. Marvel! As editor of Woman magazine, Danvers must contend with the Marvel
Universe's biggest blowhard, J. Jonah Jameson, while discovering her identity and
origins as a super hero. Chris Claremont, continuing the series begun by Gerry
Conway, brings to bear all the craft and character development of his renowned XMEN run - while Jim Mooney, John Buscema and Joe Sinnott supply some of the
most stunning art of the era!

The Best of Spider-Man
Relive the earliest adventures of Captain America, Sentinel of Liberty! Return to
the Golden Age of comics as Cap and Bucky come face to face withthe Red Skull,
the Ringmaster of Death, and more! Captain America Comics (1939) #1-4.

Marvel Masterworks
The year was 1977, and Marvel was set to debut its latest and greatest new super
heroine. NASA Security Chief Carol Danvers' life had long been intertwined with the
alien Kree's interventions on Earth. But now it was time for this new woman in a
new era to take on a new persona all her own - Ms. Marvel! As editor of Woman
magazine, Danvers must contend with the Marvel Universe's biggest blowhard, J.
Jonah Jameson, while discovering her identity and origins as a super hero.
COLLECTING: Ms. Marvel (1977) 1-14

Iron Man Epic Collection: The Fury of the Firebrand
Collects Giant-Size X-Men #1 & X-Men #94-100. The Children of the Atom, runts of
the Silver Age litter, are reborn as the All-New, All-Different team of mutants that
took the world by storm! With the original team held hostage by unknown forces,
Professsor X recruits an international cast including Wolverine, Storm, Colossus,
Nightcrawler, Banshee, Sunfire and Warpath to take on the mantle of the Uncanny
X-Men! Marked by progressive politics and personal conflicts, these All-New X-Men
redefined super-hero teams for a generation of readers that cant get enough Xadventure to this day. Here for the first time youll see Wolverine throw down with
Cyclops; experience the shocking death of an X-Man; tremble at the return of the
towering Sentinels; watch as X-Man battles X-Man as the new team attempts to
tear apart the old; and bear witness to the sacrifice of Jean Grey. Theyre mutant
milestones of the highest order, one and all  the stories that set the table for a
comics revolution  so reserve that copy today, True Believer!

Marvel Masterworks
Transformed by the Super-Soldier Serum from a 97-pound weakling into Captain
America, Steve Rogers led the charge to liberate the world from the Axis powers.
But before World War II's end an accident left him frozen in suspended animation
and his sidekick Bucky dead. The world turned on for decades. When the Avengers
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fi nally resuscitated him, Steve Rogers was greeted by a world vastly changed. He
was a man out of time tormented by the death of his partner, but no less
committed to the cause of fighting evil in all its forms. In this inaugural Silver Age
Captain America Masterworks Stan Lee and Jack Kirby bring you the rebirth of an
American icon, the rebirth of Captain America! COLLECTING: TALES OF SUSPENSE
59-81

Captain America Masterworks Vol. 1
At last! Everyone's favorite no-nonsense powerhouse, America Chavez, gets her
own series! Critically acclaimed young-adult novelist Gabby Rivera and all-star
artist Joe Quinones unite to shine a solo spotlight on America's high-octane and
hard-hitting adventures! She was a Young Avenger. She leads the Ultimates. And
now she officially claims her place as the preeminent butt-kicker of the entire
Marvel Universe! But what's a super-powered teenager to do when she's looking
for a little personal fulfi llment? She goes to college! America just has to stop an
interdimensional monster or two first and shut down a pesky alien cult that's
begun worshipping her exploits before work can begin. Then she can get on with
her first assignment: a field trip to the front lines of World War II - with Captain
America as her wingman! COLLECTING: AMERICA (2017) #1-6.

Marvel Masterworks
Imagine a race of immortal beings possessed with seemingly limitless superhuman
abilities. Once worshipped as gods, this fantastic group left Earth to explore the
stars after warring with the Greek, Roman and Norse pantheons for supremacy
over humankind. They are the Eternals, and they are just one part of a cosmic
mythology. Their opposites - the Deviants - also secretly populate Earth, while the
towering cosmic entities that created both - the Celestials - are fated to arrive and
judge our planet. This is but the beginning of an epic cosmology of gods and men
that sprang forth from the limitless imagination of Jack "King" Kirby, the co-creator
of Captain America, the X-Men, the Avengers and more. Now, Kirby's ETERNALS
epic is collected, complete, in this single volume. COLLECTING: THE ETERNALS
(1976) 1-19 & ANNUAL (1977) 1

Captain Marvel
Even super heroes need some downtime! It's poker night at Carol Danvers' house
-but with Wolverine, Monica Rambeau, Spider-Woman, Hazmat, Jessica Jones and
Ms. Marvel all in the game, Carol might just lose her shirt. Can she bluff her way
out of this high-stakes situation or is victory just not in the cards? But as usual,
Carol's much-needed R&R is ruined by an unexpected emergency. Who -or what -is
the Nexus? Plus: As EMPYRE rages, Captain Marvel fi nds herself with a bold new
role and a brand-new weapon -the Universal Weapon, in fact! Get ready for Carol
Danvers, the Supreme Accuser! And when a Kree soldier bombs a unifi ed city of
the Empire, Emperor Hulkling sends his accuser to bring down the hammer of
justiceand Carol fi nds herself torn between two worlds! COLLECTING: CAPTAIN
MARVEL (2019) 17-21
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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